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R81DispatchesReplication Timing: The Early Bird Catches the WormDifferent replication origins in eukaryotes are activated at different times during
S phase. New work indicates that the time at which an origin fires is related to
its ability to recruit replication initiation factors that are limiting within the cell.Max E. Douglas and John F.X. Diffley*
Eukaryotic chromosomes are
replicated from multiple chromosomal
sites, known as origins, which are
activated or ‘fired’ at different times
throughout S phase. Despite significant
progress in understanding the
mechanism of DNA replication
initiation, the mechanisms governing
the timing of origin firing are still
poorly understood. The activation of
DNA damage checkpoints by stalled
DNA replication forks can block late
origin firing [1,2]; however, early origins
still fire before late origins in cells
lacking functional checkpoints,
indicating that other factors must be
responsible for the normal temporal
programme.
Two new studies [3,4], one from
Tanaka et al. reported in a recent issue
of Current Biology, have tested the
hypothesis that limiting levels of key
initiation factors might govern origin
timing. All replication origins are
‘licensed’ during late mitosis/early G1
phase, when the Mcm2-7 helicase is
loaded into pre-replicative complexes
(pre-RCs). However, the subsequent
recruitment of proteins involved
in activating the Mcm2-7 helicase
and triggering replisome assembly
happens at different times for different
origins. For example, two key origin
‘firing factors’, Sld3 and Cdc45, are
already recruited to early-firing origins
during early G1 phase, but are only
detectable at late-firing origins during
S phase [5,6]. These two new studies
show that the copy numbers of Sld3
and Cdc45 as well as other firing
factors, including Sld2, Sld7, Dpb11
and Dbf4, are considerably lower than
the number of functional origins [3,4].
This suggests that the time at which an
origin is charged with firing factors
might determine when in S phase it
will fire.
Both Tanaka et al. [3] and Mantiero
et al. [4] tested this and showed that
when the levels of firing factors areincreased so that they are no longer
limiting, origins that are normally
late-replicating fire earlier in S phase.
Co-overexpression of either Sld3, Sld7
and Cdc45, or Sld2, Sld3, Dpb11
and Dbf4 induces replication from
early- and late-firing origins in
cells blocked early in S phase with
hydroxyurea, which normally activates
the DNA damage checkpoint and
prevents late origin firing. While this
could have been because two of the
firing factors, Sld3 and Dbf4, are
directly inhibited by the damage
checkpoint [1,2], both groups show
that overexpression of firing factors
causes normally late-replicating origins
to fire earlier, even in cells passing
through an unperturbed S phase [3,4].
These findings suggest amechanism
to explain the programme of origin
firing in S phase (Figure 1). During G1,
firing factors, presumably led by Sld3
and Cdc45, are recruited to high affinity
binding sites on a subset of origins,
promoting their activation at the
beginning of S phase. After they have
fired, these origins are unlicensed,
releasing limiting firing factors to be
recycled to the next highest affinity
binding sites on other licensed origins,
which are in turn fired, releasing factors
to bind lower affinity sites on other
origins, and so on. The recycling of
firing factors from one origin to the
next in this manner would proceed
until the genome has been completely
duplicated and all origins are
unlicensed. Cdc45 is interesting
because, unlike other firing factors, it
forms an integral part of the replicative
helicase [7] and, therefore, cannot be
recycled until the replisome terminates.
The crucial question now becomes,
what determines the affinity with which
an origin binds firing factors?
Chromosome context plays a key
role in determining origin timing [8], and
one important aspect of chromosome
context involves histone modifications
around origins. Specifically, deletion
of the RPD3 gene, which encodesa histone deacetylase, causes an
increase in the level of histone
acetylation around origins and induces
the earlier firing of normally
late-replicating origins [9]. Mantiero
et al. [4] showed that when the
deletion of RPD3 was combined with
overexpression of Sld2, Sld3, Dpb11
and Dbf4, normally ‘dormant’ origins
were activated. This synergistic effect
suggests that even when firing factors
are present in excess, their affinity for
some origins is too low to induce firing,
presumably because of local
hypoacetylation of histones.
But how might local chromatin
structure affect the affinity of activation
factors for different origins? One
possibility is that one or more firing
factor(s) specifically binds chromatin
marks enriched at some origins. For
example, the fission yeast Dbf4
orthologue, Dfp1, is recruited to
early-replicating centromeres by
interaction with the Heterochromatin
Protein 1 orthologue, Swi6 [10].
Alternatively, chromosomal context
could influence initiation factor
recruitment by creating a more
accessible structure. This may allow
easier access for firing factors, but,
interestingly, may also affect the
licensing step. The number of Mcm2-7
molecules loaded onto DNA in
organisms from yeast to humans
significantly exceeds the number of
origins, implying that multiple Mcm2-7
complexes are present at some or all
of these sites [11,12]. Thus, the number
of Mcm2-7 complexes loaded might
vary between origins depending on
local chromatin structure. Given
existing evidence that Sld2, Sld3,
Cdc45 and Dbf4 bind directly to
the Mcm2-7 complex [13–16], the
number of Mcm2-7 complexes
loaded at an origin may directly
affect the probability of recruiting
firing factors, and thus, directly
determine origin timing. Consistent
with this, experiments in yeast and
vertebrate cells indicate that origin
timing is determined at some stage
between the end of mitosis and G1
[17,18], roughly when pre-RCs
assemble.
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Figure 1. A mechanism to explain the programme of origin firing in S phase.
Limiting firing factors (blue and purple) are first recruited to high affinity sites on a subset of
licensed origins, promoting their activation at the beginning of S phase. After these origins
have fired and are unlicensed, firing factors are released to bind the next highest affinity sites
on other licensed origins, which in turn fire, releasing factors to bind even lower affinity sites on
other licensed origins, and so on. Recycling of factors from one origin to the next in this way
would proceed until the genome has been completely duplicated.
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R82Previous work in fission yeast
indicated that the recruitment of
limiting initiation factors to origins is a
point of control for replication initiation
[19,20]. Tanaka et al. [3] and Mantiero
et al. [4] have now extended this by
showing that the limiting nature of
initiation factors is responsible for the
temporal programme of origin firing
during S phase.References
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Microbes have played key roles in
linking the biosphere with the
geosphere, profoundly shaping the
global system over the course of
geological time [1]. Geomicrobiological
processes have contributed greatly to
the development of the current earth
